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The Annals of Probability 
1989, Vol. 17, No. 4, 1646-1650 

ON NORMAL APPROXIMATIONS OF DISTRIBUTIONS IN 
TERMS OF DEPENDENCY GRAPHS 

BY PIERRE BALDI AND YOSEF RINOTT 

University of California, San Diego and Hebrew University 
Bounds on the error in the normal approximation of sums of dependent 

random variables introduced by Stein are interpreted in terms of dependency 
graphs. This leads to improvements on a central limit theorem of Petro- 
vskaya and Leontovich and recent applications by Baldi and Rinott. In 
particular, bounds on rates of convergence are obtained. As an application we 
study the normal approximation to the number of local maxima of a random 
function on a graph. 

1. Introduction. Stein (1986), page 110, proves the following: 

Let V be a finite set and for each i e V, let Xi be a real random variable and 
Si a subset of V such that EXi = 0, EXi4 < so and E(Ei2,-vXiEj>2 s = 1. Let 
W = Li Ei a = Then for all real w, 

IP(W< w) - = (w)I < (/2)112E E IE(XXIX1, ] S)I 
iEV 

(1) + 23/47r-1/4 E X Ii 

1 ~~~~~~~~~2 
+ 2 MEFE E(XIXJ - crij)l 

s L s V ieV ] jS 

~IiEV]E-=4 J 
Consider now the case of a set of random variables {Xi, i E V} indexed by the 

vertices of a graph G = (V, E). G is said to be a dependency graph if for any 
pair of disjoint sets A1, A2 in V such that no edge in E has one endpoint in Al 
and the other in A2, the sets of random variables {Xi, i E A1) and {Xi, i E A2) 
are independent. A useful version of Stein's result is obtained by reducing his 
conditions to conditions on the dependency graph. 

THEOREM 1. Let {Zi, i E V} be random variables having a dependency 
graph G = (V, E). For i E V, let LVI) denote the number of connected subsets of 
V of cardinality at most k which contain i. Let W = vi EXJZ and a 2 = Var W < 
oo. Set 

k E Llk)EIZi - EZilk = Ak < o, k = 3,4. 
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DEPENDENCY GRAPHS 1647 

Then for all real w, 

(W- EW )( c143VA 
|p/(W E < W) - ?(w)|< (3+;4 

for some constant 0 < c < 8 which does not depend on {Zi}. 

All proofs are deferred to Section 2. 
In the case of a sequence {Zin, i E Vn8 n = 1, 2,..., with Wn = 

Eie VZin a2 Akn defined accordingly, we conclude that (nut - E- )an 
N(O, 1) provided Akn -? 0 as n -- o for k = 3 and 4. Theorem 1 improves 
a result of Petrovskaya and Leontovich (1982) who showed that (Wn- EWn)- 
an- N(O, 1) if Akn -O 0, for all k 2 3, by convergence of all moments. Rates of 
convergence to normality were not discussed by Petrovskaya and Leontovich at 
all. 

The next result improves Corollary 2 in Baldi and Rinott (1989); see also 
Janson (1988). 

COROLLARY 2. Let {Zi, i E V} be random variables having a dependency 
graph G = (V, E). Set W = EiEvZi and a2 = Var W. LetD denote the maximal 
degree of G and suppose ZiZI < B a.s. Define 

IVID2B3 

Then 

/We- EW 
P(w - < (w) < 32(1 + )Q1/2 

Note that the case D m corresponds to- r-dependence. 

Example of application: The number of local maxima on a graph. Consider 
a sequence C9 = (S, &) of graphs. (Script letters are used to indicate that these 
are not dependency graphs.) Let Y1, i E r, be i.i.d. continuous random variables. 
For i e 1". define the 0-1 indicator variable Zi by Zi = 1 iff Yi > Yj for all j E r 
such that d(i, j) = 1, where d(i, j) denotes the shortest path distance between 
the vertices i and j of r. Note that d(i, j) = 1 iff i and j are neighbors (i.e., 
connected by an edge in '), so Zi= 1 indicates that Yi is a "local maximum." 
(The YL's are evidently used only to induce a random ranking on the vertices.) 
Let di denote the degree of vertex i in C and let T = I{(i, j): i, i E K 
d(i, j) = 2)1 and W be the random number of local maxima W = Ei 2Zi. 

PROPOSITION 3. Assume that: 

(a) di < d for every i E f. 
(b) T 2 cdal Yrl for some positive c and a. 
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1648 P. BALDI AND Y. RINOUIT 

If 

R = d(17-3a)/21 y- 

then 

P( ( 2 ?< w) - 4(w) < 64(1 + F6)12314C-3/4R1/2 

EXAMPLE. Consider the graph where Y,= {O,...., m - 1)} and (u, v) e d if 
u, v C Y"' agree on all but one coordinate. We have fly = mn, d = n(m - 1) and 
T = Ifl(n)(m - 1)2> 4-1d21yl for n> 2, so that we can take a = 2 and 
c = 4-1. Then R = Rmn = [n(m - 1)]55/mn/2. Note that for any m, 
lim n - o Rm, n = 0 and for n2 12, limm - 00 Rm, n = 0. In these cases, Proposition 
3 implies asymptotic normality of W. Similarly, Theorem 1 or Corollary 2 can be 
applied to obtain asymptotic normality for various problems, such as those in 
Baldi and Rinott (1989). 

2. Proofs. 

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Define Xi = (Zi - EZi)/a and let Si = {j E V: 
d(i, j) < 1) so that Si consists of i and all the vertices connected to i. Since 
Zj, Zj are independent if j 4 Si, we have 

2 = E [ (Zi-EZi)] =E (Z[ - EZ) E (Zj-EZj) 

= E [E (Zi-EZJ E (Zj-EZj)] 
ie v j eSi 

and dividing by a2 we get EYi2E vXiEj,1 Xj = 1. Clearly EXj = 0 and EXj4 < 0o 
is subsumed by A4 < oo. Therefore we can apply Stein's result and calculate 
bounds for the right-hand side of (1). 

The first term vanishes by EXj = 0 and Xi, Xj independent if j ? Si. Next 
consider the second term: 

2 

E E IXtI Xj) < E II IXJ lilX k Il 
i e V j r= Si ie V j, keSi A 

3E E (E + E1Xj13 + EIXkI3) 
ieVj,keS4 

by the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality. Now Eje SiEk i' < 2L(3) and for 
j fixed, Yi2 j ESikeSi' < 2L53). So E-i VIXi?(EjE_ ) < 2A3. 
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DEPENDENCY GRAPHS 1649 

Next consider the last term on the right-hand side of (1). Since 
ji G VYj G stajj EYE e vXY2j E Xj= 1 we have 

2 
EE (XtXj - aj) 

= E(~ E XXj) 2= E(-EEXX) -1. 
isr V j r= 4 isr V i r= 4 

Now 
2 

EQE E XtXj)2= E E XiXj+E E Xt2XjXk 
(2) i V jeS ieVjE$i ieVj,ke , jo k 

+E E E XtXjXkXl. 
i, kr V, iok jerj, lrSk 

Using the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality, the first term is bounded by 
Yi,- VL(2)EXi4 and the second term by 2Y Ej=VL(3)EXV. Since Lik) counts sets of 
cardinality ate most k, L(4) > 4(3) > L(2) So the sum of the first two terms is 
bounded by 3A4. Finally, 

E A E XtXjXkX1= E2EXtXjXkXl + E EXiXjXkXl, 
i, ke= V, iok jer=, leSk (i, j, k, 1} (i, j}(k, 1} 

where in both sums i 0 k, jE Si and 1 E S, but in the first {i, jk ,l } form a 
connected set whereas in the second {i, )j is disconnected from {k, 1). The first 
sum on the right-hand side is again bounded by 6A4 and the second term is equal 
to YEXiXjEXkXl with summation over all independent set {i, j}{k, 1} with 
i # k, j E Si and 1 E Sk*. If in the latter sum we allowed summation over all i, k 
and j E Si, 1 E Sk we would be adding only sums over connected sets 
so the added part would be no larger than 6A4 and the increased sum is 

iv, j Si EX XjIkE V,, eSEXkX = 1. Combining all these calculations we ob- 
tain 

JP(W<w) - (w)l?<2 2 3 422A3 +2 1A4 <8(VA3+1A4). 

PROOF OF COROLLARY 2. Note that 

L(k) < (k - 1)!Dk1 and EIZi - EZilk < 2kBk. 

So y2 vLik)EIZ- EZij/kak < 2(k - 1)!IVIDk lBk/ak and from Theorem 1 
we obtain 

IP((W- EW)/a < w) - D(w)l < 8( A3 + A4) 

< 32Q1/2 + 32V6 Q2/3 (using IVI > D) 

< 32(1 + V6)Q1/2 when Q < 1 

(the case Q > 1 is trivial). 0 
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1650 P. BALDI AND Y. RINOIT 

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3. Observe that Zi and Zj are dependent if and only 
if d(i, j) < 2 in W. Therefore we can construct a dependency graph G from 9 by 
adding to & a new edge for any pair of vertices of 9 at distance 2. With the 
notation of Corollary 2, we have D = maximal degree of dependency graph < 
d2 + d. Let hij be the number of common neighbors in 9 to both vertices i and 
j. A direct calculation shows that the variance of W is given by 

,Var Xi + E Cov(Xi, X.) 

= Edi(di + i)2- E (d + 1)-1(d + 1)-1 
(3) Y,` i, j: d(i, j)= 1 

+ E (hij)(di + 1) 1(dj + 1) '(di + dj-hij + 2) 
i, j: d(i, j)= 2 

The first two terms of (3) are equal to 21i,j: d(i,j)= 1((di + 1) - (dj + 1)1)2. 
This sum is always positive and vanishes if and only if the graph 9 has constant 
degree. Noting that d(i, j) = 2 implies hij > 1, we have 

VarW> T(d + 1) 2(2d+ 1)-1 > cdalll/12d3. 
We then complete the proof by applying Corollary 2 with B = 1. E 
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